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Basketbal l 12

In our last
Warrington Schools
match of the year
the Y9 basketball
team easily
overcame an
enthusiastic  but
inexperienced Great
Sankey team in
spite of wasting
many opportunities
to extend the
winning margin well
beyond the
eventual 39 points
difference between
the teams.
The final score of
54-13 was an
accurate reflection
of the ability of
both teams with
Boteler stronger
and faster than their opponents in almost every position. As is often
the case, playing against weaker opposition seemed to adversely
affect our team and we often over-complicated what should have
been a simple job; repeatedly failing to capitalise on excellent
defence by delaying our outlet passes in transition and through
missing unopposed layups.
Nathan Weaver, Josh Carmichael and Renz Kae Agpoon were all
very solid in defence and Great Sankey  were unable to find a way
through our mobile man to man marking system. Jack White went
past defenders with ease as did Sean Wells-Reardon but whilst
never in trouble we took a long time to establish a margin of
comfort. When Cameron Burrows came on and efficiently converted
a series of fast break opportunities into points the game began to
look safe.

Boteler Teams Undefeated in 2010

Solid defence
from Josh

Carmichael
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In the second half we were
able to rotate our players with
everyone getting plenty of
court time. Jacob Lloyd played
with far more composure and
once again top-scored. In his
first game, Matthew McCready
scored three baskets including
a nice jump shot from almost
on the baseline and Dylan
Waters also got on the score
sheet. Time and again the
athletic Kieran Jones won us
the ball through interceptions
and linked with our breaking
point guards.
In our next match we must be

more ruthless and look to
pass the ball earlier to
release players in
advanced positions. In
spite of this, it was a great
achievement for those
who have represented the
school to go a full year
without defeat and
register victories against
every other Warrington
School.

Mr H Chambers

Matthew McCready, 6 points
in first game

Cameron Burrows:
Effective Finisher


